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AEWl-RACT 
Let V be a real finite dimensional vector space, and let C he a full cone in C. In 
Sec. 3 we show that the group of automorphisms of a compact convex subset of V is 
compact in the uniform topology, and relate the group of automorphisms of C to the 
group of automorphisms of a compact convex cross-section of C. This section 
concludes with an application which generalizes the result that a proper Lorentz 
transformation has an eigenvector in the light cone. In Sec. 4 we relate the 
automorphism group of C to that of its irreducible components. In Sec. 5 we show 
that every compact group of automorphisms of C leaves a compact convex cross-sec- 
tion invariant. This result is applied to show that if C is a full polyhedral cone, then 
the automorphism group of C is the semidirect product of the (finite) automorphism 
group of a polytopal cross-section and a vector group whose dimension is equal to the 
number of irreducible components of C. An example shows that no such result holds 
for more general cones. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that a non-negative invertible matrix has a non-negative 
inverse if and only if it is expressible as the product of a diagonal matrix with 
positive entries and a permutation matrix. In effect, this result identifies the 
group of automorphisms of the cone formed by the set of real vector n-tuples 
all of whose entries are non-negative. Given the extensive literature devoted 
to generalizing properties of non-negative square matrices to general cone 
preserving maps, it seemed appropriate to try to identify and otherwise study 
the group of automorphisms of more general cones. It should be noted in 
particular that tbis class of groups includes the group of proper Lorentz 
transformations as an instance, and indeed one of our results generalizes a 
classical result regarding tbe eigenvectors of such transformations. 
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2. NOTATION AND CONVENTIONS 
Throughout this paper we shall be dealing with vector spaces which are 
real and finite dimensional. If V is such a space, then dimV denotes its 
dimension. The vector space of n-tuples of real numbers is denoted R”, and 
the non-negative orthant consisting of the members of R” all of whose 
coordinates are non-negative is denoted R:. 
A cone in V is a subset C such that 
(1) C + C c C, and 
(2) xc c c if x > 0. 
A cone C is pointed if 
(3) 0 is an extreme point of C. 
It is fuZZ if it satisfies (l)-(3) above and also 
(4) C is a closed subset of V and has non-empty interior. 
A face of a cone C is a subcone F of C such that if XEF, y E C and 
X - y E C, then y E C. (See [2] for properties of the faces of a cone.) 
In general, if A c V, then A - denotes the closure of A, A0 the interior of 
A, and aA = A -\A0 is the boundary of A. Also spanA denotes the vector 
space spanned by A, ConeA the closed cone generated by A, and ConvA 
the convex hull of A. If x E V, then Cone{ x} is referred to as the ruy 
determined by X. If the ray determined by x is a face of C, then the ray is 
referred to as an extreme edge of C and the element x as an extremu2 element 
of c. 
If V is a vector space then V* denotes the dual space of linear functions 
on V. If T is a linear transformation on V then T* denotes the linear 
transformation on V* defined by T*(u)(x) = u( T (x)) for x E V, u E v*. If C is 
a cone in V, then C* denotes the dual cone of C consisting of the members v 
of V* such that u(x) > 0 for x E C. A linear transformation is said to preserve 
C provided T(C) c C. If T preserves C, then evidently ‘P preserves C*. The 
group of invertibl e 1 inear transformations of V is denoted glV. 
3. CROSS-SECTIONS 
In this section we shall be concerned with cross-seckm.s of cones and will 
relate the automorphisms of a cone to the automorphisms of a cross-section. 
DEFINITION 3.1. If C is a full cone in V, then a cross-section of C is a 
subset C, of C \{O} such that each (non-zero) ray in C intersects C, at most 
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once. It is a complete cross-section if every non-zero ray in C intersects C, 
exactly once. Of course, it is compact or convex according as C, is compact 
or convex. 
It is easy to see that if K is a subspace of V such that K n C= (0) and if 
x0 E C, then (K + x,,) n C is a convex cross-section. We will denote this set by 
x(K,q,). Furthermore, it is well known and easy to prove that such a set is 
bounded. Since C is closed, it must be compact. If K is a hy-perspace of V 
(that is, a subspace of co-dimension 1 in V), then x(K,xa) is a complete 
cross-section if x,# 0. 
We shall have much to do with such complete cross-sections. It might be 
worth mentioning that they always exist for a full cone C in finite dimen- 
sional V. This follows from a much more general result appearing in [I or 
from the following more elementary argument. Since a closed pointed cone 
C in V is full if and only if span C = V, such C is full if and only if C contains 
a basis for V. But this implies that the dual cone C* is full, whence 
(C*)‘# 0. Now a hyperspace K satisfies K n C = (0) if and only if it is the 
kernel of a linear map # E (C*)‘. 
DEFINITION 3.2. A map T between two convex sets C,, C, is a convex 
map if T(p+(l--)y)=pT(x)+(l--~)T(Y) for r,yECi, O< p<l. An 
autommphism of C, is a convex map T from Ci to itself which is one-to-one 
and onto. 
Evidently, if T is an automorphism of a convex set C,, then T-’ is also an 




complete convex cross-section. Suppose T: C,-L’, is a convex map, and 
define T* on y(C,) by T*(x)=(l/h)T(Ax) ifhx~C,, and T*(O)=O. 
THEOREM 3.3. The map T* just defined satisfies the condition 
(1) T*(x+y)=T*(x)+T*(y)forx,yEy(C,), 
(2) T*(k) =hT*(x) if X > 0 and xE y(C,). 
Moreover, if T*(x- y) is defined to be T*(x) - T*( y), then T* is a well-de- 
fined linear map on span y (C,); T* leaves C, and y (C,) invariant. The map 
T* is an automorphism of y (C,) if and only if T is an automorphism of C,. 
In this way, the automorphism group of a convex set may be identified with 
a subgroup of an appropriate linear group. 
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Proof. Let x, y E y (C,). We derive condition (1) in case xx, y are linearly 
independent. The proof of (2) is similar. The proofs when x, y are linearly 
dependent is easier. 
There exist positive numbers X, p, v such that 
Ax,pyd++ y) EC,. 
By considering the plane spanned by x, y, it can be seen that there exists p 
such that O<p61 and v(x+y)=p(hx)+(l-p)py. Hence v=ph and v= 
(1 - p) /L. Now 
= T*(x) + T*( y). 
In general, any map such as T* satisfying (1) and (2) on a cone y (C,) leads to 
a well-defined linear function of span y (C,) if T*(x - y) is defined to be 
T*(x) - T*(y) f or x, y E y (C,). Certainly such P preserves y (C,) and C,. If 
T* is an automorphism of y (C,) then T is an automorphism of C,. Con- 
versely, if T is an automorphism of C, then T* ( y (C,)) = y (C,), so because of 
the finite dimensionality of V and the fact that the interior of y(C,) relative 
to span y ( C,) is non-empty, P is an automorphism of y (C,). n 
THEOREM 3.4. Let C, be a compact subset of V with Cp#0. Then the 
subgroup of gl V consisting of those maps T such that T (C,) = C, is compact. 
Proof. A standard compactness argument shows that the uniform limit 
of a sequence of continuous maps of any compact Hausdorff space C, onto 
itself has the same property. We outline a proof for the case in which C, is 
also a metric space with metric d. Let {T,,}, be a sequence of continuous 
functions from the compact metric C, to itself, each of which is an onto map. 
Let S =lim T, in the topology of uniform convergence. Of course, S is 
continuous. Let y E C,. For each rr, there exists x,, E C, such that T,(x,,) = y. 
Since C, is compact, we may assume that the sequence { x~} converges 
to some point x0 E C,. We claim d( S (x0), y) < E for every positive c. For by 
the hypothesis of uniform convergence, there exists an integer N such 
that d(S (x),T, (r))< E/Z for all rE C, and all n > N. In par- 
ticular, d( T, (x,,), S (x,,))< c/2 for all such n. The inequality 
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4 Y, S (4) < 4 Y, T, (4) + 4Tn (4, S(4) + 4%Jy S (x0)) fields the 
desired conclusion on using T, ( XJ = y and the continuity of S. 
This result shows that the indicated subgroup is a closed subset of the 
family of all linear maps on V. 
We now include an argument, courtesy of E. Azoff, that the set of linear 
T with T (C,) c C, is uniformly bounded in norm when Cp# 0. Let x0 E Cf. 
Let 6, > 0 be such that the closed 6, sphere about x0 is contained in C,. Since 
C, is compact, there exists a number k such that if 1(x- x0]] < 6,, then 
IIT(x)ll< k. Suppose ]lx]]=6i. Then ]](r+;ra)-x0]] G 6,, so IIT(x+x,,)jI= 
/IT(x)+ T(q,)ll< k. It follows that IIT(x)ll<2k. Of course ~up,,~,,=~,]]T(x)]] = 
6,s~p,,~,,=~~~T(x)ll=6,~~TII, so the conclusion follows. n 
COROLLARY 3.5. The group of automorphisms of a compact cmvex 
subset of V i.s compact in the unifm topology. 
Proof. The only remark that might need to be made here is that if C’ is 
a compact convex subset of R”-l, then the linear automorphisms of R” 
whose restrictions to C, = C’ X {l} form automorphisms of C, ako form 
automorphisms of [ - 6,6] C, for some 6 > 0, and the latter compact convex 
set has non-empty interior. H 
We pause to give one general and then one more special application of 
this result. Recall that if T is a linear transformation of V which preserves C, 
then T is said to be irreducible provided T preserves no face of C. Such a T 
is irreducible if and only if T has no non-zero eigenvectors in X [lo]. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let C be a full cone in V, and let T EAut (C). If T is 
irreducible and has a rwn-zero fixed point in C, then T belongs to a compact 
subgroup of Aut (C). 
Proof. It is easy to see that the irreducibility of T on C implies the 
irreducibility of T* on C *. By the Perron-Frobenius theory as extended to 
more general cones, there exists an eigenvector ua of T* in (C*)” [lo]. Let x0 
be a non-zero fixed point of T in C. We may choose u, so that u,(x,) = 1. The 
statement that u, is an eigenvector for T* translates to the statement that 
uo( T (x)) = )buo(x) for all x E V and some scalar X,. In particular, 
uO(~O)=~O(T(~O))=A,,uo(xo) so &=l. Thus u. is a fixed point for T* in C*. 
As we have seen, if K, is the kernel of u,, then K, n C= {0}, so 
x(K,,x,) = (K,+ x0) n C is a complete compact convex cross-section of C 
which is left invariant by T. The conclusion now follows from the corollary. 
n 
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COMMENT. The referee has pointed out that this result also follows from 
the result in [lo]. For if T is irreducible and has a fixed point in C, then its 
Perronrootp(T)=l.SinceTEAut(C),p(T-’)=lalso,asThasuptoscalar 
multiples only one eigenvector in C. Thus, all eigenvalues of T have modulus 
1 and linear elementary divisors. Thus the group { T” : n =O, +- 1, ? 2,. . . } is 
bounded and hence has compact closure. 
We now note that Theorem 3.6 leads to an extension and alternative 
proof of a result concerning the action of the Lorentz group. This result 
asserts that a proper Lorentz transformation has an eigenvector in the “light 
cone” (see [5, p. 2921, for example). 
THEOREM 3.7. Suppose C is a full cone in V, where dim V= n is even. 
Let T E Aut C, and assume that the determinant det T of T is positive. Then 
T has an eigenvector in aC. 
Proof. By dividing T by its spectral radius we may assume that T has a 
non-zero fixed point in C. In particular, 1 is an eigenvalue of T. 
If T has no eigenvector in K, then T is irreducible. By the previous 
theorem, T belongs to a compact subgroup of Aut C. Therefore all eigenval- 
ues of T have modulus 1. Therefore, since det T > 0, det T= 1. It is also 
known that all eigenvalues of T of maximum modulus are simple roots of the 
characteristic equation [ll, Theorem 4.31. Of course, this cannot happen if n 
is even. n 
4. DECOMPOSITION OF Aut C 
Throughout this section, C denotes a full cone in the finite dimensional 
vector space V. From [9] recall that C is irreducible provided C is not the 
sum (then called “direct”) of two non-trivial cones C,, C, such that span C,) 
n (span C,) = {O}. According to [3], C is the unique direct sum of a finite 
number of irreducible cones C,, . . ., C,, which we shall refer to as the 
irreducible components of C. This means that the group Aut(C) may be 
described in terms of the automorphism groups of the irreducible cones Ci. 
Very likely this description is a standard one in algebra, but as we are 
unaware of a reference (and presumably an appropriate name), we shall 
sketch the details. 
Thus suppose 
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where each Ci is an irreducible cone. Note that if Ti : Ci_+Ci is an automor- 
phism, then there is an automorphism 4 of C such that q 1 Ci = q and t) Ci is 
the identity on Ci for j# i. We tacitly assume this and similar facts without 
explicit mention. In this way, we identify Aut Cj with a subgroup of Aut C. 
Before going further we introduce some notation. First, if G is any group 
and I is a positive integer, let G, denote the Cartesian product of I copies of 
G. Let S, denote the symmetry group on 1 symbols. Of course S, acts on G, in 
a natural way: If aE&, g=(gi ,..., gr)EG,, let a*g=(g, ,,..., g,). We let Sr. 
GI denote the resulting holomorphic extension of G, by S, [thus (u,g)(a’,g’) 
= (uu’, g(ug’)>l. 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose C is a full cone in V, and let C=C,@--- @C, 
denote the unique representution of C as a direct sum of irreducible cones. 
Assume also that the Ci are pairwise isomorphic. Let G = Aut C,. Then Aut C 
is isomorphic to Sk-G. 
Proof, For each i=l,..., k, choose a fixed isomorphism ?1: : Cr+C,. If 
UESk, g,,...,g, E G, set U= #(cgl,. . . ,g,), where the effect of U on C is 
completely determined by its effect in each Ci and its effect on xi E Ci is 
given by V(,)= T,‘,,giT,-‘(xi). It follows that U(Ci)=C~i. 
It is straightforward to prove that U extends to a well-defined linear map 
V whose restriction to C is in Aut C. Likewise, 3 is a one to one homorphism 
from Sk-G to Aut C which is onto because of the uniqueness of the repre- 
sentation of C as a direct sum of irreducible cones. We omit further details. 
The following result is now immediate: 
THEOREM 4.2. Let C be a full cone in V. Let C = C, @ * . . @ C, be the 
representation of C as a direct sum of irreducible cones. Divide the COWS 
{ Ci} i into complete sets of ixnrwrphism classes ‘!D1,. . , ql, and f_w each 
i=l ,...,I, let G’ denote the automorphism group of 2 {C,:C,E~i}. Then 
Aut C is isomorphic to the Cartesian product of the G’. 
5. FURTHER PROPERTIES OF Aut C 
Various fixed point theorems imply that a compact group acting linearly 
on a compact, convex set has a fixed point. (See [4], for example.) Since the 
convex hull of a compact set is compact [lo, Theorem 17.21 and the orbit of 
any compact group is compact, it follows that a compact group acting 
linearly in any convex set has a fixed point. This result can be further 
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sharpened in various ways. For example, if C is non-degenerate, if 0 is an 
extreme point of C, and if G is a compact group acting on C, then G has a 
non-zero fixed point in C. For if xi is any non-zero element of C, then Gx, is 
a compact set not containing 0. Thus ConvGx, is a compact convex set 
invariant under the action of G and not containing 0, since 0 is an extreme 
point. In another direction suppose C is a convex set with non-empty interior 
and G is as above. Then G has an interior fixed point, since if A c Co, 
ConvA c Co, and if xi E Co, then Gx, c Co. We summarize these observa- 
tions in 
THEOREM 5.1. Let C be a convex set in V, and let G be a compact 
group acting linearly on C. If C is non-degenerate and 0 is an extreme point 
of C, then G has a non-zero fixed point in C. If C has non-empty interior, 
then there exists xo~ Co such that Gx,= x,. In particular this conclusion 
holds if C is a full cone in V. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let C be a full cone in V, and let G be a compact 
group of autommphisms of C. Then there exist a hyperspace K, of V and an 
interior point x0 of C such that GK,= K, and Gx, = xW Thus x(K,,x,) = 
(K, + x0) n C is a complete compact convex cross-section of C which is left 
invariant by G. 
Proof. The only statement not already proved is that concerning the 
hyperspace K,. We have previously observed that hyperspaces K such that 
K n C= (0) are just the kernels of linear functions belonging to the interior 
of the dual cone C*. Now the action of G on C induces an action of G on C* 
by ( gx)(x) = x( gx). Applying the theorem to this action on C* yields the 
existence of the desired K,. n 
We now study the case of full polyhedral cones. As we shall note 
subsequently, there is a marked difference between the polyhedral and the 
general case relative to their automorphism groups. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let C be a full irreducible polyhedral cone. Then Aut C is 
isomorphic to the direct product of the group of positive reals (alias positive 
scalar maps) and a maximal finite subgroup. 
Proof. Let {x1, . . . . k} be a set of vectors which generate the extreme 
edges of C. The set contains a basis for V, and since C is irreducible, m > n. 
Let & denote the set of non-zero extreme edges of C, and let G=Aut C. 
Obviously, each T E G induces a permutation 7~ (T) of & . Thus, r (T”) is the 
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identity on & , Thus for each i = 1,. . , ,m, there exists & >0 such that 
T”(xi)=&xi. Let K1,..., Kl be the eigenspaces of T” corresponding to the 4. 
Let Ci = & n C. Since every element of C is a sum of extremals, C= C, 
f3* * * @ C,. Since C is irreducible, 2 = 1, so T” = AZ for some h (I is the 
identity operator). 
Now corresponding to T itself there are a non-zero vector x0 E C and 




it follows that X= 1 in this case. That is, every T E G has a representation of 
the form T=hT,, where X > 0 and To has finite order dividing m. If 
hlTl=&T2 with T;“= TF = I and A,& > 0, then A;” = h,“, so A, = As.,. Thus 
the above representation is unique. 
Let G, denote the component of the identity of G. Of course, G, is a 
connected Lie group, so G, contains a maximal compact subgroup K, and 
topologically, G, is the Cartesian product of K and a subspace N which is 
homeomorphic to a Euclidean space [6]. Also, if P denotes the group of 
positive scalar multiples of the identity, then P c G,, and P f~ K is the 
identity alone. 
According to [l], the compact group K is in fact a finite group. Since G, 
is connected and homeomorphic to K X N, K = (I}. 
It follows that G, has no elements of finite order, so G, = P. 
Next, it is clear that P is the kernel of the homomorphism v which 
associates a permutation of & with each T E G, so G/P is a finite group. 
Hence G itself has a representation as a Cartesian product K X P, where K is 
a maximal compact subgroup. Since K n P= {I}, K is isomorphic to G/P, so 
K is a maximal finite subgroup of G. a 
We now combine the previous results to obtain a description of the 
automorphism group of a full polyhedral cone. Of course, when C is a 
polyhedral cone, any complete compact convex cross-section of the form 
(K, + x0) n C is a polytope. Also note that the following corollary includes 
the well-known result mentioned in the introduction, that the set of invert- 
ible non-negative matrices are just the matrices of the form PD, where P is a 
permutation matrix and D is a diagonal matrix with positive diagonal entries. 
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COROLLARY 5.4. Let C be a full polyhedral cone in V. Then the 
automorphism group of C is isomorphic to the semidirect product of the 
automorphism group of a polytopal cross-section and a vector group whose 
dimension is equal to the number of irreducible components of C. 
We note finally that the result concerning the automorphism group of an 
irreducible polyhedral cone (Lemma 5.3) does not extend to the case of 
non-polyhedral cones. 
EXAMPLE 5.5. Consider the case of the three dimensional “ice cream 
cone” C, consisting of the triples with (x2 + y’)l/’ < z. This cone is known to 
be irreducible, either because every cone in R3 which is not isomorphic to 
Rt is irreducible, or because all such cones are known to be [8]. However 
the automorphism group of C, consists of more than just scalar multiples of 
automorphisms of complete cross-sections. 
One way to view the group Aut C, is as a certain subgroup of the group 
which leaves invariant the indefinite quadratic form Q (x, y) = x1 y1 + x2 y2 - 
xa y3. This latter group consists of all linear maps which map C, u ( - C,) 
onto itself. Aut C, consists of the subgroup preserving the “top half” of this 
set. The usual matrix representation of one such group element is given by 
the matrix A, where 
2A= o fi 1 
I 2ti 4 fiYT-5 2 2G 
This matrix is not a scalar multiple of any linear mapping of R3 which maps 
a complete cross-section of C, onto itself. For example, A has distinct real 
eigenvalues. 
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